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SPIBNIHG GHARACTXRISTICS OF WINGS 

III - A RICTAKGULAR AND A TAPERED CLARK Y 

MOXOPLANE TVING FITCH ROUNDED TIPS 

By M. J'. Bamber and R. 0. House 
. 

SUMMARY 

An investigation was made to determine the spinning 
characteristics of Clark Y monoplane rings with different 
plan forms. A rectangular wing and a vvlng tapered 5:2, 
both with rounded tips, mere tested on the ‘61,A.C.A. spin- 
ning balance in the 5-foot vertical mind tunnel. -- 

The aerodynamfc characteristics of the models and a 
prediction of the angles of sideslfp for steady sp$ns are 
given. Also included is an estfmate of the yawfng moment 
that must be furnished by the parts of the airplane to 
balance the inertia couples and wing yawing moment for 
spinnfng equilibrium. The effects on the spfn of changes 
in plan form and of variations of some of the important 
parameters are discussed and the results are compared with 
those for a rectangular nfng with square tips. 

It is concluded that for a conventional monoplane 
using Clark Y vings: The sideslip will be algebraically 
larger for the wing mfth the rounded tip than for the- ting 
with the square tip and will be largest for the tapered 
17ing; tha effect of.plan form on the spin nfll vary with 
the type of airplane; and the provisfon of a yarning-moment 
coefficient of -0.025 (i.e., opposing the spin) by the 
tail, fuselage, and fnterforenco effects vi.11 insure 
against tho attafnment of equilibrium in a stosdy spin for 
any of the plan forms testod and for any of the parameters 
used in the analysis. 

INTRODUCTION 

In order to provide the necessary aerodynamic data 
for predicting airplane spinning characteristics from the 
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design features, the N.A.C.A. is conducting an extensive 
investigation to determine the aerodynamic characteristics 
of airplane models and parts of airplane models in spin- 
ning atti.tudes. 

The investigation to determine th.e spinning charac- 
terfstics of wings, in which the N.A.C.A. spinning balance 
was used, has included variations in .airfoil section, plan 
form, and tip shape of monoplane mings and in stagger for 
biplane cellules. The first series of tests, made of a 
rectangular Clark Y monoplane wing rrith square tips, is 
reported in reference 1 and the second series, made of a 
rectangular Clark Y biplane cellule, is reported in refer- 
ence 2; the affects of changes in aj.rfoil section and in 
stagger or8 to be published later, Those reports give 
analyses of thedata for predicting the probable effects 
on the steady spin of-some of the important parameters for 
normal nirplanos using such wing combinations. 

This report- gives the aerodynamic characteristics in 
spinning attitudes of a rectangular and of-.a 5:2 toTered 
Clark Y monoplsno wing with rounded tips. Data for the 
squarc-itip ning previously tasted are included for ?om- 
pnrison. The discussion of the data is based on the moth- 
od of analysis given in rpferenco 1. 

APPARATUS AND MODELS 

The tests wcro made on the spinning balanc-e in the 
N.A.C.A. 5-foot vertical wind tunnel. The tunnel is de- 
acribod in reference 3 and the &componen+balanca in 
roferanco 4. 

The Clark Y wings are made of laminated mahogany and 
are of aspect ratio 6. One wing is rectangular in plan 
form; the other is tapered 5:2. Both wings have rounded 
tips. For the,rectangular wing the tip plan form is com- 
posod of tvo quadrants of simil.ar olli.pses; for the fa- 
porod ming tho ordinates of the two quadrants of similar 
ellipses have boon expanded in proportion to the taper. 
(The ellipses are basod on a chord length which is the 
root chord multiplied by the taper ratio.) The Clark Y 
profile is maintafned to the ends of the wings and th.e 
maximum uppar-surface section ordinates are in one plane. 
This tip. shape, as shamn in figures 1 and 2, has been dos- 
ignatod the "Army" t:p, Figures 3 and 4 show the wings 
mounted on the balance, 

1. 

* 

& 
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TESTS 

In order to cover the probable spinning range, tests 
were made at 30°, 40’; 50°, 60°, and 70' angle of attack. 
At oath angle of attack tests were made with sideslip an- 
gles ok LO’, 5O, O”, --5O, and -loo. 
tack CL‘ 

At e-ach angle of at-. 
and at each en le of sideslip 6, tests wore 

made with values of Qb 2V 7 of 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 1.00. 
The angles of attack and angles of sideslip wore measured. 
in the plane of symmetry at the quarter-chord point of the 
wing, which was also tho center of rotation for all tests. 
So that the results might be consistent, repeat tests were 
made for each condition until individual balance readings .L 
were found to agree within a specified limit or until a - 
sufficient number of readings had beei? made to give a fair 
avcrago. In each case an average of the individual meas- 
urements was used to compute the coefficients. -- 

The tunnel air speed was 70 feet per seconp for tests 

with g = 0.25 and 0.50 and 60 and 45 feet per second for 

a2 
2v 

= 0;75 and l,OO, respectively. The Reynolds Numbers of 

the tests mere. about 210,000 for the highest air speed and 
140,000 for the lowest air speed. Previous tests shonea 
no appreciable change in scale effacts for this range* 

RESULTS AXD DISCUSSION 

The data were converted to coefficient form by the 
following relations: 

X = -- 
% qs 

Cl = & 

cy ;s =A = L. 
+z qs 

G x =- m 
cn = -z- .- 

qbs qbs 

All coeZfPcients aro standard W.A.C.A. coefficients except 
c which is based on the span instead of the. chord of-- 
& wing, 

--- . 
,and it may be'convarted to the standard cocffiu 

cient by multiplying by 6.. All coefficients are given -- 
.._ 

with the conventional signs for right spins.. I_ .i. . ..__ _ 
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Tho values of the longitudinal-force coefficient cx ri 
(earth axes) are pl.otted against angle of attack in figure 

c 

5; sample curves of Cxff against @ and !Jb/2V are given 
in figure 6. Similar curves are given for CZ, Cl, Cm, 
and C, in the body system of axes in figures 7 to 14. 
The values of Cx and Cy are not given because they are 
small and of no Dart-fcular importance. 

The data given are believed to be correct to within 
the folloming,limits: 

CXII , f0.02 CZ' f0.02 c., I f0.002 

cz ' fO..OOl 0 na fOa001 

No corrections have been made for the effects of the 
jet boundary, scale, or interference of the balance. 

Corresponding curves for the three wings have the same 
general shape (figs. 5 to 14 and, reference 1, figs. 4 to 
8). 

Tho values of $1 (figs. 5 and 6) are slightly 
lsrgor for the wing with the rounded tip than they are for 
the ming with the squaro tfp, the effect diminishing with 
increasing angle of attack. Tho affect of tr?dr is negli- 
gible. 

Tho absolute vcluos of CZ (figs. .7 and 8) are slight- 
ly larger for the wing with tho rounded tip than for the 
ming.with the square tip and are largest for the.tapered 
ring. This effect is lo.rgcst at the lower angles of attack 
and becomosnegligiblc at the higher angles. 

The values of the rolling-moment coefficient Cl when 
szb 
2-Y 

= 0.25. are about the same for all wings tested (figs. 

9 and 10). As the value of nb/2V is increased, the vali 
vi.86 of Cz are algebraically greater for the wing with 
the rounded tip than for the wing with tho square tip and 
are largest for the tapered wing. 

The values of tho pitching-moment coefficient Cm I 

aro about tho samo for the tayercd and roundod-tip wings. 
The slope of the curves of Ditching momont against angle w 
of attack for the rectangular wing is more negative than 
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that of the other two wings and th$s difference becomes 
more pronounced as the value of h2b/2V increases (figs. 
11 and 12 and reference'l, fig. 6). 

The values of the yawing-moment coefficient 6, 
(figs. 13 and 14) are small and are nearly the same for 
all three wings. 

The fact that ths curves for the rounded tip and ta- 
pered wings are more regular than those given for the rec- 
tangular wing in reference 1,is probably due more to-the 
graater accuracy of results, as explained in reference 
4, than to plan-form effects. 

ANALYSIS 

The data,more analyzed to shog the effects of soma of 
thu important paramators on the spinning charactcristics- 
of an airplane using similar wings. The method-of z&y? 
sis with the assumptions used-and the errors involved is . _ 
given in raforenco 1. As in referoncss 1 and ?, values of 
scale-offoct corrections of 0.02 for CL and of 0.006 for 
Cn have boen usad in the analysis. 

Parametars.- The characteristics of the particular 
airplane datorminc tha valuas of -wing loading, aspect ratio, 
radii of gyration, and pitching moments. Values of those 

. variablas, which wore used in rof arencos 1 and 2, were also 
used in this analysis for consistancy of results, although 
present airplanas are not all included within this ranga. 
The chosen moans of those values gava tho following paramo- 
tors: 

Relative density of airplana to air (W/g@), P = 5 

Pitching-momant inortia paramctar, 

ba 
kZa - kX2 

= 80 

Rolling- and yawing-momept inartia parameter, 
. 

4 

kZ2 -3: = 1.0 
kza - kxa 
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-cm 
Slope of pitching-momont curve, :-::a = 0.0020 

a - 20 4 
Lift coofficiont, CL = C,,, 

Each of tho paramotgrs nas varied, one at a time, 
mhflo all of the others wore kept at the moan values, (3x" 
copt CL, which was set equal to OX,, for all case6* 
Tho valuos of the parameters used nro: 

p = 2,5, 5.0, “7.5, -and 10.0. 

b2 
= 60 80, 100, and 120 ---1-m kZ2 - kX2 , 

---- -‘EC. kZ2 = kZ2 - kXs 0.5 3 1 l 0 , 1’5 0 t ana 2 . 0 . 

--Cm --w--w- = 0.0010, 0.0015, 0.0020, 0.0025, 
_' a @ 2o” and 0.0030. ._ .~ -:.- - 

- 

f 

The variations in p include the range for airplanes 
that are normally spun. .a. 

The values of -L-2”-,- and (kZ2 - kra) 
-L-L 

(ix," - kX2 > (kz2 - kX2 > 
the range for 11 airwlanoe given in reference 5.. 

c-over 

These .- 
Wb” parameters may be written as -- 

g(C - A) 
- 3) 
e A)' "- 

spcctively, where -- ------ 

2 the moment of inertia about the 
- 

A= mkx , X axis. 

B = mky2, the moment of inertia about the Y axis. ; 

C = mkZ2, the moment of inertia about the 2 axis. 

discussion of results- of analysis.- The angles of -----_-- 
sideslip at which the prtching and rolling moments balance iT - 
in the win and the palving .momen-&hat must be furnished 
by the other parts of the airp-lane' to balance the inertia 

y 

coupies znd the wing ynwing moments are plotted against the 
s- 

'--- .: 
parcmeters in figures 15 to 22. Corresponding .figures for 
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the wing with square tLps are given in reference l.(figs. 
19- to 28). Negative values of C, required show the 
amount of yawing moment that must be supplied to balance 
the resultant aiding moment given by the wings and the in- 
ertia couples. It is obvious that in order to insure 
against a dangerous spin ad additional opposfng moment 
must be supplied as a margin of safety. 

.a 

c 

Increasing -Cm/(a - 200), that is, increasing the 
diving moment at any angle of attack, algebraically de- 
creases the sideslip 6. (See fig. 15.) GenerallJFr B in- 
creases algebraically and the slope of the cu.rves-becomes 
loss as the wfn 

7 
'tips are rounded and the plan form taporod. 

Increasing -Cm..& - 20°) slightly, increases tho yawing 
moment a&ding the spin (makes c, required more negative 
in a right spin). (See ffg. 16,) A oomparison of the val- . ..- 
ues of G, required by the different plan forms shows 
that the plan-form effects are dependent upon the angle of 
attack. At 30' angle of attack the values for all wings 
are about the same. At 40' the values of C, required are 
about the same.for the rounded tip and tapered wings (fig, 
16) while the values for the reotangular wing are more neg- 
at?ve (reference 1, ffg. 24). At angles of attack of 50' 
and above, and especially for 70°, the values of Cn re- 
quired are least negative for the square-tip wing. 

r. 

Increasing the pitching-moment inertia parameter fs_ 
equivalent to moving weights in,the fuselage and wings to- 
ward the center of gravity so as to decrease A, 8, -and G 
while keeping A and B equal. Variations in this param- 
eter give approxima%ely the same changes in sideslip and 
yawing moment required as variations in 
(See figs. 17 and 18.) 

-C,/(a - ZOO). 

Increasing the rolling- and yawing-moment inertia pa- 

rameter, (kZ2 - ky=) 
(Q= - kx? 

means movfng the weights in the 

wing away from the center of gravity. As this parameter- -- 
increases, the sideslip for the rounded-tip and tapered 
wings decreases algebraically (fig. 19); whereas, for the 
square-tfp wing, the sideslip decreases at 30Q and 40' an- 
gle of attack but increases at and above 50' (reference 1, 
fig. 23). At the hfgher angles of attack the slopes of 
these curves for the square-tip wing are of different sign 
than for the rounded-tip wing and the slopes are most n.eg- 
ative for the tapered wing. The yawing moment required _ ._ 
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decreases algebraically as (kZ2 - ky2) cc_c----- 
(kZ2 - kx= ) 

is increased a . 

(fig. 20) except for the square-tip wing at 50°, 60°, and 
70' angle of attack (reference 1, fig. 28). 

Increasing the relative density ,J, generally in- 
creases the sideslip (fig. 21). The slope of-the curves 
is less for the rounded-tip ming.(fig. 21(a)) than it is 
for the square-tip wing (refsrence 1, fig. 20) and it is 
least for the tapered iving (fig. 21(b)-). -Inc.reasing p 
generally algebraically increases the Gn required (fig. 
22). Rounding the wing tips and tapering the wing gen- 
erally algebraically decreases the C,. required. 

Probable effects ofsale and of intgrference on the ---- -pm-- 
results of the analysis.- The effects o.f interference and 
a more extensive study of the effects of scale are report- 
ed in -reference 4. The effect of scale.on Ct was found 
to be about the same as t-hat used in reference 1 and the 
interference effects on Cl due to t-esting the wing alone 
were small. 

. 

The scale effect on -Cn o-f the complete model was 
found to vary with sideslip. Below a value of 5' inward 
sldoslip, horvsver, the variation with 6 is small, the 
average valuo of the difference caused by scale effect bo- 
ing 0*006.. The values of C, f-or tho airplane wing were 
computed f.rom results of tests made--with the airplane in 
flight. These values mere compared with those of the 
model wings tested alone and a dffference of 0.013 was in- 
dicated. Since the airplane wing was on.. the airplane when 
the measurements were made and the model wings were tested 
alone, the value of 0,013 is a combination of scale and 
interference effects. The interf.erence effects are large 
but corrections are impossible because.qflack of data. 
Any correction made to Cn requiyed .-moves aJllitho curves 
Of Gn required up or down on the scale without much 
change in their relati.ve positions. Therefore, tho com- 
parisons between-the three plan forms of mfngs given in 
this rogort would not be appreciably affected by usin-g-as- 

'-. othor correction for SC,. 

Prediction of spinning charact%rJstiae of an ~Y&E&GL'? 
from the analysis.-- The s.pinning character.isti.cs of an 
airp1an.e using any of the three wings vi.11 be largely de- 
pondent upon the aerodynamic yawing-moment char.acteristics 
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. of the particular airplane; The aerodynamic yawing moments 
for a particular airplane depend upon: the size-and shape 
of the fuselage and tail surfaces; the location of the hor- 
izontal tail surfsccs aith respect to the fuselage, fin, 
and ruddor; the amount of fin area ahead of the cantor df, -- 
gravity; the fntorfersnce effects between the mfngs and the 
rest of the airplane; and the limits of control movements.lr 

a Data on some of these effects are reported in reference 4 
and in references 6 to 14. 

The geometry of the spin indicates that the vertical 
tail surfaces should become more effective in pro-ducing a --_ 
yaxvfng moment opposing the spin as the rate of rotation 
increases and the outward sideslip becomes larger. Another 
factor in the effects of sideslfp on the yawing moment in 
the sgin is the static stability of the airplane in yarP in 
the attitude in question. (See reference i3.) If the air- 
plane is statically stable, outward sideslip ~511 give an 
incremant of yarning moment opposing the spin and, if ft is 
statically unstable, inward sideslip will give an incre- _ 
men% of yarning moment opposing the spfn. In other words, I 
if inward sideslip fs necessary for spinning.equilibrfum, 
consfdorable fin areahead of the center of gravity reduces 
the likelihood of attaining a dangerous spin. _ 

If the effects of sideslip on the yawing moment re- 
quired are neglectEd, an airplane wit& the tapered wing 
will, except at 30 angle of attack, have the smallest 
yawing moment aiding the spin mhen the meight is concenG 
trated in the fuselage.. When there are heavy weights in‘. 
the wings, the rectangular wing will usually give the small: 
est aiding moment. At ?Oo angle-of attack..the square-tip 
wing mill generally give smaller yawing moments aiding the 
sDin than either the rcnnded-tip or tacored mfng; i.e., an - -- 
airplane with a Clark 2 square- tip-wing will be less likely 
to spin flat, above 60' angle of-attack, than one tiith a 
rounded-tip or tapered wing. There is an exception when 
(kZa ----- 
(kZ2 

" $ > < o 7 
- kX2) 

l , the tapered wing thon 'being the -least 

likely to give a flat spin, _ --. --.- _ _. ._._ -.. _. 

The, affect of sideslip makes necaasary a study to 
determine a favorable combination of variables for a given 
airplane because, if the design does not allow for favora" 
ble combinations, a dangerously spinnsng--airp%%e 5s lia-- 
ble to be the result. Sideslip usually gives counteract- 
ing effects on the yawing moments of the various parts of 
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the airplane,. the net effect determining the.possibility 
of attaining spinning equilibrium, If allowance is made 
for the effects of side-slip, the results indicate that-t-he 
parameters which would tend to make attainment of equilib- 
rium in a steady spin more difficult are: 

!lJa-pered wing: --s-L--- 

Weights concentrated in the fuselage 

( 
(kza - ks < ----- 
(l$ - kX2 > 

l 
> . 

Small dfving moments (center of gravity ~011 
back, small elevator and stabilizer, and large 
elevator-up deflections), 

Low wing loadings and high aspect ratio 

( anal1 values of p = --K- . 
izPSb > 

Squar e- 't-i2 -- - winq : 

Veights distributed along the wings 

( ("z 
a 

------_ 
("z a 

- kY=) > 1 
- k$ > > . 

I 

- 

.% 

. 

- 

z 
- 

Small-fin area ahead of the center of gravity 
(large .static stability). 

Large diving moments (center of gravity me11 
forward, large elevator and stabilizer, and small 
elevator-up deflection), 

High wing loadings and Ion aspect ratto I large 
w .. \ 

values of p = -- 
&;pSb l J 

Bounded-tip --.--A- wing : 

The parameters for which this wing would be 
best are usually between the square-tip sing and 
the tapered wing. 
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CONCLUSI0NS 

11 

If it is assumed that the added corrections to the 
rolling- and yawing-moment coefficients are of the right 
order of magnitude,, the following conclusion% are-indZca% 
ed by the analysis presented for a conventional monoplane 
with a Clark Y wing. 

1. The value of the yarning-moment coefficient re- 
quired from the fuselage, tail, and interference effects 
for steady spinning equilibrium is small and nearly a1nay.s 
negative (opposing the spin) throughount the angle~of-Z&tack 
range Investigated. It appears that the spinning attitude 
of the airplane w.511 depend mostly upon details of shape, 
size, and arrangement of fuselage and tail. 

2. The maximum gaming-moment coefficient that must 
be supplied by parts of the airplane other than the wings 
to insure against attainment of equilibrium in a steady 
spin is -0.025 (opposing the rotation). ._-. .- 

3. The sideslip rpill be algebraically .larger-(less 
outnard) for the -wing nfth the rounded tip than for the 
wing with the square tip, and it mill be the largest for 
the tayered wing. 

. 
4. The only general superiority of one plan form 

over another of those tested'is in the case of weigh% dlsL 
tribution. The slan form least likely to result in spin- 
nfng equilibrium is the tapered wing, if the weight of the - 

airplane is concentrated in the fuselage (kza - ky2 > < ---- 1 
(kZa - kXs) ' 

and the rectangular wing with the square tip, if the weight 
is distributed along the wings. .- .-- 

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, 
Natfonal Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Langley Field, Va., July 30, 1937. 
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Pi-e l.- The rectangular Clark Y wine with rounded tips. 
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Bigure 2.- The 5:2 tapered Clark Y wing with ro-unde~ tips. 
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Figure 3.- The reotangular OlarkY ring with rounded tipa 
mounted on the eplnning balame. 

Figure 4.- The 5:2 tapered ClarkY wing with rounded tips 
mounted on the spinning belanoe. 
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